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Mr. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN-If you examine carefully the factors which
have led to any over-capitalization or over-expansion which may have occurred
in a Canadian industry, I believe you will find that neither the prime responsi-
bility nor even any material measure of the responsibility for this development
can justly be laid at the doors of the banks in this country.

During the period of say, the last ten years no plan to enlarge the capital
structure of any industry was, so f ar as 1 am aware, conceived by or launched
on the initiative of a Canadian bank. I believe it is truc also that no Canadian
bank took a part in proposing any industrial merger, or in fraining the terms upon
which any such merger might be arranged and carried into effect.

To the best of my knowledge the banks had no connection with any transac-
tions of this nature until the negotiations between the parties concerned had been
concluded. Then it is true that loans were made by the banks to enable the
wholesale purchaser of the new securities to finance his commitment during the
period he required to market them at retail but that f orm of financing for reput-
able dealers is a normal funetion of the banks.

To permit a fair survey to be made I would ask you to cast your minds back
bo the conditions existing when most of these securities -were distributed. Indus-
try during the three years ending with 1929 was very active. Production, though
large and increasing, was barely able to keep pace with consumption so that
manufacturers, instead of having to contend with swollen inventories of finished
goods, were put to it to fill the volume of orders which kept pouring in upon
them.

The deaiers in securities who during that period applied for boans to finance
the purchase of security issues represented the leading investment houses in this
country-men of standing, experience and good repute. The securities which these
dealers were offering to the public were accompanied by an analysis which their
firms had made of the relative business, a record of its past earnings and an
estimate of the future market prospects of its product. The evidence which
they submitted warranted the view that the offerings wcre legitimate and that
an investment in these securities would be exposed to no greater risks than those
normal hazards to which ail commercial undertakings are of necessity subjcct.

I would ù4ot have you think that in order to absolve the bankèrs I amn trylhïg
to place upon the shoulders of others any blame that may 1o due. I would
emphasize that it is always a matter of extreme difflculty bo estimate with even
reasonable accuracy the potential earning power of any industry for this involves
an attempt to foresee the various dornestie and international political, financiai,
&nd'economnic factors which may arise in future and bo weigh the effect which
they might have on the business in question. The point which I arn trying to
make is that in the period through which we were then passing it was an almost
superhuman feat, even with the highest possible degree of good faith, for anyone
to, keep hie judgment completely free from any tinge of optimism.

Some part of our troubles may be due to over-expansion and over-capitaliza-
tion but undoubtedly the principal cause bas been the drastic and unexpected
curtailment in the volume of our exports, and a lesser one the reluctance of our
own people who have money to spend it as they used to do. The whole world
developed an unwillingness to buy in anything like the former volume, and for
what they did take they offered greatly decreased prices.


